DRUG DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Lionbridge Life Sciences is your trusted partner throughout the entire drug development
lifecycle, capable of supporting every stage of the process with your mission-critical language
needs. We are able to bring our deep domain expertise, industry-leading technology and highly
skilled resources to bear in a modular approach to support every communication need.
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During the clinical phase of the lifecycle
Lionbridge Life Sciences will engage with
our sponsor clients. With a wide range of
services including document translations,
clinical labeling, clinical outcome assessment
support and interpretation, our experts can
ensure streamlined, accurate communication
among sponsors, sites, monitors and study
participants throughout the entire clinical study.

Getting your product approved is
a significant milestone in the drug
development lifecycle, requiring
coordination within many functional areas of
the drug developer’s organization, as well
as with various regulatory agencies around
the world. At this phase, Lionbridge Life
Sciences brings all our expertise in the filing
process and resources to bear to help make
this an easier process.

Now that you have an approved product,
it is time to bring it to the world. Our
suite of products and services will help
communicate the benefits of your product to
everyone, through our eLearning solutions to
our expertise in global marketing content.

If you are beginning development of a new molecule, or are already farther into the lifecycle of a current
candidate for regulatory approval, Lionbridge Life Sciences is here to assist. From intellectual property
protection to clinical trials, drug filings to product launches, our propositions build on advanced translation
methodologies to enable the safe use of your products and support the full life cycle of your drugs and devices.
LEARN MORE AT LIONBRIDGE.COM

